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Abstract
The construction of college students' party branch is related to whether the ideological and political education of colleges and universities can play the role of party branch as a battle fort. Therefore, how to solve the problems of college students' party members in the trend of social development is an important work in the current stage of college party building. In this paper, based on the background of college students' party branch of students to join the party motivation, party members' development, the college student party members' ideological and political quality, the party branch construction problems, and put forward reasonable construction according to the above problem of branch, branch of CPC perfect and reasonable division of labor, strengthen branch college student party members' education, innovation, optimizing branch of the party members' development process, realize the innovation solution Suggestions to perfect the students' party branch.
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1. Introduction
Our party has always attached great importance to ideological and political work in colleges and universities, and has explored a series of basic principles and principles and followed them in work [1]. The CPC central committee places the ideological and political work in colleges and universities in a prominent position. Only when the party branches in colleges and universities give full play to the role of battle fortresses can the ideological and political work in colleges and universities be effectively carried out and qualified builders and reliable successors of socialism with Chinese characteristics be trained. Therefore, it is a new task for the party construction of colleges and universities to face up to the problems existing in the party members of college students and explore solutions, enhance the influence of the branch and lead the power.

2. Significance of party branch construction for college students
Since the 19th CPC national congress, it has always been stressed that colleges and universities shoulder the major tasks of talent training, ideological and political education, and training successors to the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics. The student party branch shoulders the role of the link between the party and the majority of students, and has the important responsibility of doing a good job in students' ideological and political education and guiding them to set up lofty political ideals and firm socialist beliefs. Under the new historical opportunity, the construction of the student party branch is conducive to giving full play to its role as a battle fort. The construction of party branches in colleges and universities has a profound impact on the cultivation of qualified party members with progressive thoughts and correct attitudes, and is of great significance to ensuring the party's advancement, purity and political leadership.

3. Problems existing in party branches of colleges and universities at present
In 2017, the CPC central committee and the state council issued the "opinions on strengthening and improving ideological and political work in colleges and universities under the new situation", which stressed the need to strengthen grass-roots party building in colleges and universities. After a series of decisions and deployments, the relevant departments and universities in various regions have responded positively. Education of college students’ ideology and politics has achieved initial results,
and education and management of college students’ party members have been continuously strengthened. But as party members in colleges and universities in 95 after the future students to become an important part of and in the next will be the main party members in colleges and universities in 2000 after birth has the unique mode of thinking and behavior habits, and a new era of the new media such as weibo micro letter is widely used, broadening the temptation to increase access to information acquirement, the traditional party party spirit education is no longer fit, construction of students’ party branch will face a new challenge [2].

3.1 The motivation of college students to join the party is interest-based, and the thought of student party members is prone to deviation

Correct motivation to join the party is to maintain the party's advanced nature and purity, consolidate the party's ruling status of the reality needs, but at present, some students in colleges and universities join the party motivation for parents requirements, conformity, or to seek work and life convenience. The motivation of such students before joining the party is not correct, and education or the training method of the branch after joining the party is not in place. It is easy to produce psychological phenomena such as coping with branch activities and aversion, and thus shake socialist belief and communist ideal. At the same time, the party member students who often appear on campus show a positive attitude before joining the party, and have a poor attitude after joining the party, lacking the party spirit accomplishment that party members should have. These are not pure motives of college students to join the party, the student party branch in the cultivation of education exposed serious problems.

3.2 Party members of college students have low ideological quality and weak consciousness of party members

At present, party members of college students generally have the situation that their ideological attitude is not correct and their political quality is not high. As a student party member, I do not have a deep understanding of the party, and I am not willing to take the initiative to learn party spirit knowledge. I am not clear about the requirements of party member composition, party member responsibilities, party member development standards and procedures, and party branch meeting procedures. The thought report of active member of join the party, probationary party member, the speech on branch activity exists "plagiarize" phenomenon. With the development of new media and the diversification of information acquisition channels, some party members are easy to evaluate and reprint online articles without distinguishing network information and cannot treat problems rationally and calmly [3].

3.3 The development process of party members in college students is formalized and the cultivation and development standards are single

At present, it is easy for colleges and universities to ignore the requirements of "detailed rules for the development of party members", pay no attention to the development process of party members, and some branches "go through the formalities" to complete the development of party members. In the problem of selecting and training students party members, colleges and universities generally adopt a single and one-sided development mode that emphasizes achievement over thought. The development of party members only considers the academic performance of college students and ignores their ideological and political consciousness. Therefore, the development of party members should not be limited to the standard of student achievement alone, more students should be thought of as the primary consideration, comprehensive development and cultivation of other standards.

3.4 The construction and improvement of the branch of college students are low, and the function of the branch committee members is absent

The party branch in the university party construction work plays the fortress function only in the university party branch reasonable establishment, the perfect correlation system can really play the role. But for the party branch in colleges construction perfect degree is not high, still up not reasonable or even part of the school does not have a branch of CPC branch committee, even set the branch committee for selection does not reach the designated position, the party branch committee of
the party spirit cultivation is not enough thought quality is low, such problems as poor responsibility consciousness, service consciousness weak frustrating branch construction work. As a result, the education training of college student party members by the student party branch is not in place. At the same time, although some branches have a complete set of branches and committees, their activities are carried out in a monotonous and rigid way and remain in a single form of "preaching", which has no effect on party members' education [3]. In addition, problems such as unclear division of responsibilities, non-standard filling and disordered logical relationship appeared in the filling and keeping of party member files.

4. Suggestions on the construction of the party branch of college students

4.1 Correct the motivation to join the party, strengthen ideological and political education

The party branch of the university undertakes the role of education in guiding students to set up the correct motivation of party membership, training and guiding students to set up lofty life ideal and firm communist faith. Set up the correct idea is to enhance the quality of party members, the basis of adopting reasonable and appropriate guide way is crucial, so the student party branch can actively practice, on the one hand, stimulates the student party members' interest in learning theoretical knowledge, on the other hand ties with the masses, to guide other students set up correct ideas and the right motivation to the party. Regularly organize and carry out current affairs and politics topic discussion activities and party member counterpart activities to encourage student party members to learn and think more in the activities.

4.2 Optimize the development process, enrich the assessment standards, and cultivate excellent talents for all-round development of morality, intelligence, physical beauty

The development of party members shall be in strict accordance with the requirements of the detailed rules for the development of party members of the communist party of China. At the same time, the university students' party branch of the activists should also be in the student party members during the training to carry on the strict examination, should do ability to learn, thoughts, and the inspection way, more should not only pay attention to students learning ideology and moral character, sense of service, attaches great importance to the life style, etc, to ensure the development of party members have higher ideological political tutelage, can affect the surrounding classmates, student party member's cutting edge exemplary role.

4.3 Improve the construction of the branch and the functions of the branch committee

The development of the student party branch depends on the construction of the student party branch and the improvement of the function of the branch committee. At the same time, the branch should establish and improve the branch management methods, strictly record the activities of the branch and the implementation of "three meetings and one lesson", and regularly carry out, summarize, inspect and criticize the implementation of the activities. Perfect the construction of party branch committee, the party organization of colleges and universities should organize branch committee on a regular basis for the party spirit, file to fill out and management knowledge learning content system, enhance the communication between the branch committee, promote understanding, strengthen the party branch committee member cohesion between members, and cultivate branch committee responsibility consciousness, service consciousness, effectively lead the students' party branch members to contribute to the construction of party branch, party construction in colleges and universities [4].
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